CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

There are two main conclusions are first that in the songs of Maher Zein there is some kind of figure of speech are metaphor, personification, irony, symbol and hyperbole. Both connotations of the song of Maher Zein consists of his love for god, criticism of human life which is too fancy and his love of a husband to a wife who is guided by Allah and also sadness Palestinian people in the face of a nuclear bomb attack.

The songs of Maher Zein are popular as religious songs both among the young or old. The lyrics are beautiful makes us participate in the solubility of the romantic music. Figurative language as beautiful as it makes us receptive to the message contained in the song. By using some kind of figure of speech adds to the beauty of the writing of the lyrics eraser. Romantic language that is able to anesthetize everyone who has enjoyed the song. This is what makes the writer very interested in studying the language of the Maher Zein’s songs

The example of figures of speech in Maher zein songs like So when you lose your way to Allah you should turn. Within the meaning of the lyric is when we face a problem we can just go back to the gods. Humans can only pray and effort. Fixed that determines all are gods. as human beings we can only work hard to get everything. We must always do as the obedient servant of Allah in worship. So when we have a problem of any kind, it's all God's will. There is no turning back because god does not make it the servant of the servants who are not able to
live it. God must give the exam according to the level of one's faith. So when we are tested by God we should be able to enjoy it.

Not only those connotations of all the lyrics of Maher Zein very beautiful. Until we can feel and imagine as it happened. The meaning of the songs Maher zein spirit makes us excited to be changed for the better.

In the songs of Maher zein was told how great his love Allah to his servant and his love of a husband to his wife to always accompanied them. Criticism for us humans who always negligent in performing its duties until we forget ourselves. We become a person who was never concerned with the suffering of others so we feel dissatisfied paced life. Maher zein also explains how powerful the war in Palestine who killed many innocent people. As in his lyrics saying nuclear bombs like the rain is so heavy. We'll find out how cruel and terrible with what is happening to our brothers in Palestine.